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The New International Economy and 
the End of Nation-States

Our processes for treating questions of policy and justice—processes established in the U.S. 

Constitution and the Oklahoma State Constitution on the basis of principles of Natural Law and the 

Spiritual and Moral Heritage of the Western Tradition, and expressed in Legislation, and protected by 

our Courts and Judicial System—are at the last stages of a controlled demolition that is 

preparing the way for a “bipartisan,” or “beyond political,” or “pragmatic,” or “what-works,” 

or “consensus-based,” or “community-engaged” model of social management that relies on 

technology and algorithms and predictive profiling to make decisions, rather than public deliberation 

about what is good or just or legal or lawful. 
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Inclusive Capitalism is the 21st Century
New International Economic Order



The New International Economy and 
the End of Nation-States

Nation-States are being “transformed,” “re-imagined,” and “re-invented,” but not through established 

constitutional procedures and open political debate.

What is happening to Nation-States across the world may be described as a Privatization or a Merger & 

Acquisition through the creation of Public-Private Partnerships (P3s).  Governmental forms will persist 

(elections, legislation, execution of law, administration of public services, etc.) but not on the principle of 

representative government and with no accountability to the voting public.  National and local governments 

adopt private-sector models of corporate governance. 

Economic business, rather than politics and justice, dominates the activities of states in an increasingly 

globalized and technocratic future.
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Stakeholder 
Capitalism

• Primacy of Obligations to 
the Community; Sense of 
the Systemic

• “Do Well by Doing Good”; 
Inclusive Social Capital 

• Planned Partnerships, 
Collaborations, 
Consolidations; Equity

• Integration of Social and 
Personal Spheres; 
Personal Value of Social 
Outcomes 

• Values Signaled via 
Economic Activity, 
Personal Branding, 
Reputation Management

The New International Economy and 
the End of Politics

American Constitutional 
Government

• Limited Government in Service of 
Individual Rights

• Separation of Powers

• Checks and Balances

• Distinction between Public (Law) 
and Private (Liberty) Spheres

• Political Opinions Expressed in 
Electoral Choices (private ballots)

Shareholder 
Capitalism

• Maximize Profit for 
Individual Shareholders; 
Primacy of the Self

• Economy is a Zero-Sum 
Game, vis-à-vis profits

• Market Forces of Risk and 
Reward Determine 
Outcomes; Inequality

• Market Regulation Limited 
to Opportunity (vs. 
Outcomes)

• Personal Investments and 
Purchases Reflect 
Economic Interests Rather 
than Personal Convictions

Business Plan Governance



Business Plan Governance: “A New Social Compact”
Stakeholder Capitalism = Inclusive Capitalism 



Inclusive Capitalism applies the 
Principles of Stakeholder Capitalism to the Public Sphere

When the business model of solving problems for profit dominates our thinking 
about the public sphere, what happens to our deliberately inefficient, 
contentious, and un-innovative system of representative government?

Stakeholder Capitalism
• WEF theory re: beneficiaries of the 

economy & the purpose of a 
corporation

• Addresses failings of 
• Shareholder Capitalism
• State Capitalism

• Promotes STAKEHOLDER VALUE/ 
ESG RATINGS rather than 
SHAREHOLDER PROFITS

Inclusive Capitalism
• CIC framework for a “New Compact 

Among Businesses, Government, & 
American Workers”

• Addresses failings of 
• Resource Distribution (Equity)
• Low Growth & Unemployment

• Promotes SOCIAL CAPITAL / 
EQUITY OUTCOMES rather than 
INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITY 



Public-Private Partnerships for the 
New International Economic Order

Highlight the Problematic features of the Nation, the Government, the Constitutional System

How is it possible to “reinvent” the constitutional system without an election, a convention, or a revolution? 

Create a
Problem 

Craft a 
Narrative

Control the
Response

Introduce a
Solution

Inefficient / Slow to Respond to Crises Lack of Trust (Edelman’s Trust Barometer)

Budget and Revenue Shortfalls Lack of Expertise and Innovative Capacity

Overemphasizes Individual Rights Historical Moral Failures & Polarization



Decreased Revenues, Increased Demand for Public Services, 
and Struggles to Innovate: Making Corporate Governance 

More Attractive than Representative Government



The New Social Contract: A Merger of 
Government and Business



Inclusive Capitalism requires SDG-aligned Morals 
and Philosophy to guide Corporate Purpose & 
Governance

“Critical to establishing this 
credibility are cultures and 
values that establish a 
shared identity around a 
common, forward-looking 
purpose. But there is more 
to it than that. There is a 
need to align policy and 
practice as well as morals 
and philosophy.”



Communitarianism:
Global Duty-Based Moral Governance 

• Communitarianism combines “progressive thinking with traditional values of 
community commitment,” and in doing so, it has the potential to “catalyze the 
conversations necessary for achieving constructive change,” 

- newamerica.org/political-reform/reports/new-politics-beyond-2020/

• “a social philosophy that, in contrast to theories that emphasize the centrality of the 
individual, emphasizes the importance of society in articulating the good”

- newamerica.org/political-reform/reports/new-politics-beyond-2020/

• “Social capital refers to the links, shared values and beliefs in a society which 
encourage individuals not only to take responsibility for themselves and their families 
but also to trust each other and work collaboratively to support each other.” 

- Mark Carney, Bank of England, 2014 (speech on Inclusive Capitalism)





This is why the entire world seems to have gone 
“woke” all at once and why everyone uses the same 
buzzwords.

• The World Economic Forum
• The United Nations
• The World Bank
• Major Asset Managers
• Major Asset Owners
• Major Asset Creators
• Think Tanks & Academia
• The Chamber of Commerce
• Professional Organizations
• Non-Profit and Charitable Orgs

• The Entire U.S. Government
• State Governments
• Every National Government
• All Major Faith-Based Institutions
• Democrats
• Republicans
• The U.S. Military
• Crypto-Anarchists
• Health Freedom Movement
• Permaculture Movement

• Local Mayors
• City Councils
• Regional Planning 

Organizations
• Economic Task Forces 

and Councils
• The School Board
• Justices and Judges
• Philanthropists
• Almost Everyone Else!

Who Supports the Transition to 
Inclusive Capitalism?



Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics are 
Tethered to the UN SDGs 

Buzzwords are Related to the New 
Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics

• SUSTAINABLE
• RESILIENT
• EQUITY
• INCLUSIVE
• INNOVATIVE

• COLLABORATIVE
• TRANSPARENCY
• DIVERSITY
• LEADERSHIP
• IMPACT



Oklahoma Embraces Inclusive Capitalism



Smart Cities are the 
Infrastructure of Inclusive Capitalism



Key Question: Can changing the way we measure 
value help companies focus on the long term?

In 2017, the Coalition for Inclusive Capitalism launched 
the Embankment Project for Inclusive Capitalism (EPIC). 
The Coalition, EY and 31 companies, asset managers 
and asset owners, with approximately USD 30 trillion of 
assets under management, came together in pursuit of a 
single goal: to identify and create new metrics to 
measure and demonstrate long-term value to financial 
markets.

The Coalition for Inclusive Capitalism
Embankment Project for Inclusive Capitalism Report

The project participants were conscious of the need to 
contextualize how we understand the long-term impacts and 
dependencies of their business models. Some of the companies 
and asset managers have started thinking about aligning their 
long-term strategic priorities and capabilities with the broader 
socio-economic context they are operating in, including the UN 
SDGs, as shown in the circle figure on the right.

Source: EPIC Report, Coalition for Inclusive Capitalism, Inclusive Capitalism Coalition EPIC report.pdf



UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
GOALS - 2030 AGENDA



Inclusive Capitalism = Impact Investing 





The Growth of the 
Impact Investing Market 
has Two Central 
Objectives:

• Transforming 
community investing to 
confront inequality, 
especially through 
PFS/SIB-funded public 
services.

• Advancing stakeholder 
capitalism to restore 
American economic 
leadership

Source: U.S. Impact Investing Alliance, Private 
Capital, Public Good







Smart Cities are for Impact Tracking



• Economic problems are so large, they can’t be tackled by governments under the old social 
contract (which operates in similar fashion to shareholder capitalism).  We no longer trust 
government, democracy, US politics to generate fair/equitable outcomes.

• Corporations will enforce communitarian values via ESG tracking. Government will be 
outsourced to community task forces and economic development councils.

• Impact investing markets only work if they have the support of government in its capacity 
to regulate markets, purchase goods, forge partnerships, etc. 

• Government has given itself over to impact investors, especially through the creation of 
P3s, and will facilitate and require the roll-out of Smart City Infrastructure for Impact 
Tracking.

State governments pose a threat to this arrangement.

The Situation in a Nutshell



WHAT DO WE DO 
ABOUT IT?



Top Ten Buzzwords

1. Sustainable - centralized management and rationing of all resources

2. Resilient - predictive profiling and risk management policies, especially through automation, digital transformation, and standardization 
(gig-work)

3. Equity - standardization of outcomes, rationing and redistribution of resources, a justification for data capture and measurement

4. Inclusive - forced homogenization of demographic and moral characteristics and granting access (e.g. forcing girls to accept boys on a 
team); individual rights are subordinated to the community, quotas, the interests of the stakeholders trump individual concerns

5. Innovative - conforming to Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies (fintech blockchain, automation, etc) and the digital transformation 
of all activities

6. Collaboration - a model of collective systems alignment, collective impact (using shared language, metrics, goals, etc.)

7. Transparency / Accountability - Track, trace, report, esp. using blockchain technology to create a permanent digital record of all activity

8. Diversity - deliberate disruption of organic patterns of association, an emphasis on identity politics in order to divide and conquer

9. Leadership - commitment to corporate purpose, adoption of marketing firm language, following the playbook or toolkit; group think

10. Impact - any measurable change that can serve as proof of social engineering (for purposes of validating impact investments and pay for 
success contracts)



SMART CITIES ARE FOR 

IMPACT TRACKING





TULSA RESETTERS


